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Technology Enhanced Lesson and Reflection 

For this reflection I chose Windows Movie Maker as the main technology tool used. Additional 

aids were the following: Smartboard, Internet Explorer, and Windows Media Player. The students in the 

particular case needed to show the different stages of the cross for a Religion class project. While 

showing the different stages of the cross they needed to put a picture of each specific stage, a brief 

description of that stage, and at least one song. This was my first instance of teaching a class this 

technology tool. 

Before we began I requested the project from the teacher to go over it before the students 

came to my lab. As we began I started with an introduction to Movie Maker. I introduced importing 

pictures, saving pictures on the same drive as the project, saving the project, importing sound, the auto-

save feature, slide transitions, slide effects, and adding text. It was fairly easy to lecture about these fine 

points because they mimicked me while watching my guided practice on the projection. 

After the introduction, I made sure the students saved their pictures first. I reminded them that 

they needed at least thirteen pictures by the end of the class period. Also, I referred a few sites for them 

to find the appropriate pictures with some variation; e.g. images.google.com, etc. On the projection I 

put up a few sites the teacher researched prior to coming to my lab. This worked well because 

approximately 80% of the students had the appropriate amount of pictures by the end of the first class’ 

session. I think the directions I gave were straight forward and easy to complete and that enabled it to 

work well. 

When all pictures were saved, and the next session’s class convened, I proceeded with reviewing 

the introduction to Movie Maker in a more brief form. During this session I focused on importing 

pictures that were saved into movie maker. This went fine also because of the low level of difficulty and 
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the high level of interest the students held with this new technology. Some students told me they had a 

lot of fun making the movie and I find that encouraging. 

I then pushed for most students to add some type of slide transition to finish up the project. This 

continued for the rest of the second class session and the next two. I offered to help the students and 

put music in their directories via the server because the servers’ rules prohibited them to save CD’s onto 

the computer. This was very tedious but helped the students complete a great project. I fee it was 

successful because all of the students had a slide transition on at least one of their slides. In fact, they 

began perfecting the slide transitions to music and really putting some work in. 

I think all of the stages of this project worked well. However, some things I would change are as 

follows: I would assist the teacher with having a rubric to make it easier to grade. I would also work with 

the teacher to make the project more dynamic and challenging. Students in general are smarter than we 

think so I would challenge them in a way that would make them grow in technology and in the subject it 

is integrated with. 


